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559 Responses

91% Female (3.6% male, 1.6% prefer not to say, 1.1% non binary,

2.3% genderfluid or other)

54.6% 16-19 years old

45.4% 12-15 years old

who took part in the survey?:



57% agree “when I look in the mirror I don’t feel confident about how I

look”

53% agree “my generation is facing much greater challenges than older

generations” 

48% agree “I am not sure I will be able to achieve my goals this year.”

49% agree “I know what some of my best qualities are” but 37% “struggle

to know what my best qualities are.” 

SECTION 1: THE CONFIDENCE SCALE



61% agree “I feel loved.” 

57% agree “I feel supported.”

52% agree “I feel safe.” 

32% agree “I feel like I am enough.”

28% agree “I feel emotionally strong.” 

23% agree “I feel beautiful.” 

20% agree “I feel I will be afforded the same opportunities as those who

identify as a man.”

SECTION 1: THE CONFIDENCE SCALE



Key Quotes
“I feel it is very hard to be a confident person in today's society if you do not fit

into its expectations of you. There are people who are able to fit in to this

vision with ease but I feel as though I am missing a handbook they had,

especially with things like socialising, it comes so naturally for others but I

really have to think before saying something and still I say the wrong thing.”



Key Quotes
“I have ambitions and I know I will be able to complete them, but I also know I

won't be able to do it without causing myself to go on the verge of a mental

breakdown.”



73% agree “I am hopeful about a rewarding career ahead of me.”

(17% NOT hopeful)

66% agree “I am hopeful that more support will be given to young

girls dealing with difficult emotions.” 

56% agree “I am not hopeful about the future of our planet.” 

30%agree “I am hopeful about the future of our planet.”

 SECTION 2: HOPES, FEARS, DREAMS, THREATS

HOPES



57% often have “worries and anxiety that nobody else knows about”

45% often “When I think about the next year, I feel anxious” 

85% often or sometimes feel anxious when they think about the near-future ie. next year 

9% never feel optimistic about how their future will turn out 

81% often or sometimes worry about how climate change will affect their life

63% often or sometimes worry about their family not having enough money this year

34% often think negative thoughts about the world

84% often or sometimes think negative thoughts about the world 

48% often think negative thoughts about themselves

90% agree that they often or sometimes “think negative thoughts about myself”

 SECTION 2: HOPES, FEARS, DREAMS, THREATS

fears



53% say they believe they “have the right opportunities to achieve my goals.” 

49% agree they “have the right supports to achieve my goals.” 

37% agree that “I have set myself ambitious goals about what I want to achieve as

an adult, and I am confident I will achieve them.”

9% say they do not have the right supports to achieve their goals

 SECTION 2: HOPES, FEARS, DREAMS, THREATS

fears



61% agree “I feel unsafe out in the evening/night.” 

18% agree “I feel unsafe out any time of the day.” 

20% agree “I feel safe all the time.” 

56% agree “I would know what to do if I experienced bullying (either online or in person).”

49% agree “I would NOT know what to do if someone tried to physically harm me.” 

21% agree ‘I do not feel safe when I am engaging with others online.” 

 SECTION 2: HOPES, FEARS, DREAMS, THREATS

fears



75% agree “I have a good friend or family member who I could trust to help me when I experience

problems in my life.”

58% “have an adult in my life who would help me if i experienced a problem.” 

48% agree - If I was scared or worried about something I would talk to someone about what was

bothering me.

33% agree - My parents don’t have a good sense of what is going on in my life

31% agree - If I had a problem, I’m not sure I could talk to my parents/guardians about it

 SECTION 2: HOPES, FEARS, DREAMS, THREATS

fears
VULNERABILITY AND ISOLATION



Negative body image - 87%

Pressure from society to to conform to a narrow idea of ‘success’ - 87%

Mental Health (Anxiety, Depression, other) - 86%

Confidence / Low self esteem - 83%

Not enough support for young girls - 53% 

Bullying and cyberbullying - 40%

Not enough positive role models for young girls - 41%

Other (please specify) - RACISM, SEXISM, HEARTBREAK, PRESSURE FROM SOCIETY TO

LOOK/ACT A CERTAIN WAY, LONELINESS, SAFETY, SCHOOL

section 3: issues in culture
What are the biggest challenges, if any, facing young girls in Ireland today?



The Economy (Cost of Living / Recession) - 30.5%.

Gender Equality - 28.6%

Healthcare (access, quality etc) - 10%

Racism - 8%

Climate Change - 8%

Housing - 6%

Class Inequality - 4%

Other (please specify) ALL OF THE ABOVE (INTERSECTIONS), HOMOPHOBIA, 

section 3: issues in culture
What issues most concern you as a young girl living in Ireland today? 



Your parent(s)/guardian(s) -42%

Your friend - 40%

An adult family member (eg aunt, uncle, cousin) - 9%

Your guidance counsellor - 1%

A teacher - 1%

Other (please specify) - GOD, SIBLING, BOYFRIEND/SIGNIFICANT OTHER, NOT

SURE / NOONE, 

section 3: issues in culture
If you had a problem who would you most likely ask for help?



60% strongly agree “Young girls need more support and resources than ever before to talk

about difficult feelings, emotions and issues affecting them”

 

91% strongly agree or agree “Young girls need more support and resources than ever

before to talk about difficult feelings, emotions and issues affecting them”

 

40% strongly agree or agree “I feel embarrassed talking about puberty and periods”

section 3: issues in culture



81% strongly agree or agree 'Social media negatively affects young people’s

mental health'

57% strongly agree or agree 'Social media has negatively affected me in the

past 12 months'

52% strongly agree or agree 'Filters and photoshop apps negatively affect my

self esteem'

Section 4: Social Media



Low Body image -61%

Feeling lonely / isolated - 55%

Low Self-esteem - 52%

Low Mental health - 48%

Peer pressure - 23%

Bullying - 12%

None of the above 0%

Section 4: Social Media
Did you within the last 6 months struggle with any of the following because of social media?

(select all that apply)



Low Body image - 54%

Low Self-esteem - 40%

Feeling lonely / isolated - 35%

Low Mental health - 34%

Peer pressure - 14%

Bullying - 8%

None of the above 

Section 4: Social Media
Do you currently struggle with any of the following because of social media? (select all that

apply)



Social media ads - 46%

Friends or Family - 46%

Influencers/Celebrities - 29%

Word of mouth - 10%

Brand ambassadors - 4%

TV ads- 1%

Section 4: Social Media
Which of the following do you think influences you the most? (influences how you think

about yourself / others, how you behave, what you like/dislike, your attitudes) 



section 5: News consumption
Do you fact-check News Content?

Sometimes 45% 

Often 23%

Never 22%

Always 9%



Yes - 48%

No - 32%

I don't play sports - 20%

section 6: Sports
Have you quit a sport or physical activity in the last 24 months?



Lack of motivation/interest - 24%

I wanted to focus more on school - 13%

Not enough girl’s teams/groups in my area - 8%

Too expensive - 6%

I don’t like playing sports when I have my period - 5%

I didn’t have transportation - 3%

My friends quit - 3%

section 6: Sports
If you answered yes to the previous question, what was the main reason for quitting?




